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Abstract

The clinical application of patient-specific modelling of the heart can
provide valuable insights in supplementing and advancing methods of di-
agnosis as well as helping to devise the best possible therapeutic approach
for each individual pathological heart condition. The potential of com-
putational cardiac mechanics, however, has not yet been fully leveraged
due to the heart’s complex physiology and limitations in the non-invasive
in vivo characterisation of heart properties necessary required for accu-
rate patient-specific modelling such as the heart anatomy in an unloaded
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state, ventricular pressure, the elastic constitutive parameters and the
myocardial muscle fibre orientation distribution. From a solid mechanics
point of view without prior knowledge of the unloaded heart configuration
and the cavity pressure-volume evolution, in particular, the constitutive
parameters cannot be accurately estimated to describe the highly non-
linear elastic material behaviour of myocardial tissue. Here, knowledge
of the volume-normalized end-diastolic pressure relation for larger mam-
mals is exploited in combination with a novel iterative inverse parameter
optimisation framework to determine end-systolic and end diastolic pres-
sures, ventricular wall pre-straining and pre-stressing due the residual
end-systolic cavity pressure as well as myocardial tissue stiffness parame-
ters for biventricular heart models.

1 Introduction

Realistic modelling of the whole beating heart is the ”holy grail” of computa-
tional cardiac mechanics which has been achieved only recently by the interna-
tional “Living Heart Project” research initiative Baillargeon et al. [2014]. The
objective of patient-specific modelling of the heart, however, is still out of reach,
because further intense research efforts are necessary to determine the biome-
chanical properties of healthy and diseased heart muscle tissue in-vivo, meaning
non-invasive. The effective implementation and evaluation of the clinical use
of patient-specific modelling supplementing personalized therapy is mostly un-
known and under debate Gray and Pathmanathan [2018]. In patient-specific
heart modelling, it is crucial to be able to calibrate the various model param-
eters to clinically observed data, because models can only be relied on and be
used for prediction if an observed physiological state can be represented.

Patient-specific biomechanical modelling of the heart has to account for the
presence of a physiological pressure load as a result of the pre-stressed state of
the imaged tissue. Two main sources of pre-stressing need to be considered:
Firstly, cardiac tissue exhibits growth- and remodelling-related residual stresses
even if completely unloaded ex vivo Omens et al. [2003], Shi et al. [2019], Zhuan
and Luo [2022] and secondly, anatomical heart models are usually based on in
vivo imaging of the beating heart when exhibiting the lowest cavity pressures
at end systole, see e.g. Nikou et al. [2016]. The latter implies that the heart
tissue is still experiencing stress, strain and deformation due to the remaining
pressure. Failure to account for this pre-stressed state in solid tissue mechanics
models results in inaccurate metrics, which are then used for health evaluation,
risk assessment, or surgical planning.

In solid mechanics, the load application and corresponding deformation,
strain and stress response is analyzed as linked to the unloaded material con-
figuration of the problem at hand. This requires knowledge of the unloaded
configuration which is in cardiac mechanics typically unknown. However, with
the knowledge of the residual cavity pressure, the unknown unloaded configura-
tion of the heart can be found by solving an inverse problem based on its known
pre-stressed configuration. This inverse problem can usually only be solved
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computationally, in particular for biological tissue mechanics applications due
to the highly nonlinear nature. Rajagopal et al. [2007] proposed a incremental
and iterative method applying a finite difference approximation of the finite el-
ement (FE) residual vector formulated in the Lagrangian form to predicted the
undeformed shape of human breasts. Bols et al. [2013] proposed backward dis-
placement method making use of a fixed point algorithm to iteratively retrieve
the in vivo stress in a mouse-specific abdominal aorta due to the blood pressure
at the moment of imaging and to reinstate the zero-pressure blood vessel geome-
try. Using in-vivo pressure data and magnetic resonance imaging, Pourmodheji
et al. [2021] applied a patient-specific inverse FE modelling framework to it-
erative determine besides of the elastic material parameters the pre-stretch of
elastin and collagen fibres in the proximal pulmonary arteries in order to assess
mechanical and structural alterations of these micro-constituents. In contrast,
a direct approach requires the governing equations to be consistently related to
the known deformed configuration. Accordingly, Govindjee and Mihalic [1996]
and Gee et al. [2010] derived the corresponding weak form as integrals over
the current body. Govindjee and Mihalic also elaborated on the difficulty con-
cerning a conservative traction boundary condition when related to quantities
defined in current configuration. Applying this approach to a biventricular
heart model, it was shown that the inclusion of pre-stressing leads to signifi-
cant strain contributions in the myocardium Peirlinck et al. [2018]. In the work
of Hirschvogel et al. [2017] the imaging-based patient-specific ventricular model
was pre-stressed to low end-diastolic pressure to account for the imaged, stressed
configuration, using a modified updated Lagrangian FE formulation proposed
by Gee et al. [2010] where on element level only the deformation gradient and
the isoparametric Jacobian matrix was updated.

The modelling of the deformation response of biological tissue to the applied
loading additionally requires the determination of the parameters of the non-
linear elastic material relations. Initially, patient-specific mechanical properties
of blood arteries were estimated by analytical equations such as the Young-
Laplace Law. However, the underlying assumptions of material homogeneity
and isotropy contradicts the known complexity of myocardial and vascular tis-
sue Moulton et al. [1995]. Klotz et al. [2006] uncovered from ex vivo and in
vivo measurements of end diastolic pressure volume relations (EDPVR) and
subsequent regression analysis that normalized EDPVR curves of the left ven-
tricle (LV) had a consistent profile across humans and a variety of mammals,
regardless of etiology. Using the least-squared error between the so-called ”Klotz
curve” and the modelled ventricular pressure-volume curve as an optimization
objective increases the number of comparison points and facilitates the fitting
of non-linear myocardial material models, e.g. Genet et al. [2014], Palit et al.
[2018], Sack et al. [2018]. The use of the ”Klotz curve” requires at least on
measured pressure-volume pair which is usually the end diastolic pressure and
volume. However, in cardiac mechanics specifically, the in vivo patient-specific
LV pressure is often not known as well, because the only accurate method for LV
pressure measurement is invasive catheterization which is therefore not readily
available on an individual basis. Without prior knowledge of the so-called end-
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diastolic pressure-volume relation, it is effectively not possible to calibrate the
anisotropic highly non-linear elastic material relations for myocardial tissue.

To address the problem when direct pressure measurements are unavail-
able, this work proposes to combine a direct inverse method to determine the
unloaded configurations of biventricular patient-specific heart models with the
previously mentioned ”Klotz curve” and the bounded Levenberg-Marquart pa-
rameter optimisation method . This allows for the simultaneous computation of
the unknown end-diastolic ventricular pressures, pre-stressing and elastic mate-
rial constants. In contrast to the related inverse unloaded configuration deter-
mination approaches by Govindjee and Mihalic [1996] and Gee et al. [2010], the
variational principle in the known deformed configuration is derived from the
conventional Lagrangian formulation.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 the basics of a standard total La-
grangian approach are revised. Based on this, a non-standard total Lagrangian
approach is introduced in Sec. 3 which allows for direct computation of the un-
loaded configuration based on a know loaded configuration. Finally, in Sec. 5 the
proposed method is applied to three numerical examples modelling non-linear
hyperelastic material.

2 Standard total Lagrangian approach

This section provides only in brief the basic principles of a total Lagrangian
approach including necessary kinematical assumptions, variational principle and
its governing equations. For further details the reader is referred to e.g. ?.

2.1 Kinematics

Let E(3) be the Euclidian vector space and B ⊂ E(3), where B is a three-
dimensional manifold defining a material body. A motion of B is represented
by a one parameter non-linear deformation mapping φt : B → Bt, where t ∈ R
is the time and Bt is the current configuration at time t. Accordingly, each
material point X ∈ B is related to its placement x in the spatial configuration
Bt by the mapping

x = φ (X, t) (1)

In what follows and without loss of generality we identify the body B with
its undeformed reference configuration at a fixed time t0. The deformation
map possesses an invertible linear tangent map F = Gradφ denoted by the
deformation gradient, where the Jacobian J = detF > 0. The operator Grad
represents the gradient with respect to the reference configuration

Grad :=
∂

∂X
. (2)

The body B is parameterized by the Cartesian coordinates Xi, i = 1, 2, 3. Here,
and in what follows, Latin indices take the values 1, 2 or 3. As a deformation
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measure we make use of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C defined
by

C = FTF . (3)

In the following we want to confine ourselves to the quasi static case.

2.2 Variational principle

Let us consider a non-linear boundary value problem on domain B with bound-
ary ∂B. Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on ∂BD ⊂ ∂B and Neu-
mann boundary conditions are prescribed on ∂BN = ∂B \ ∂BD. We define the
external virtual work in the Lagrangian form as follows

Wext =

∫
B
b · δu dV +

∫
∂BN

t(n) · δu dA (4)

where b denotes the body force, t(n) the external traction and n the outward
normal on ∂BN .

Furthermore, we assume now that the body under consideration B is hy-
perelastic and possesses an elastic potential Ψ represented by the stored strain
energy per unit mass ψ(C). The variation of the internal potential with respect
to C in the Lagrangian form reads as follows

δΨ =

∫
B
ρ0

∂ψ

∂C
: δC dV . (5)

In the static case and by considering only mechanical processes the first law of
thermodynamics provides the following variational statement

δΨ−Wext = 0 . (6)

Upon substitution of Eqs. (4) and (5) this variational statement can be written
as ∫

B

1

2
S : δC dV −

∫
B
b · δu dV −

∫
∂BN

t · δu dA = 0 , (7)

with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S given by

S = 2ρ0
∂ψ

∂C
. (8)

The governing equations of the above variational formulation (Eq. 7) can be
derived by applying Gauss’s divergence theorem and, assuming the variation
δu = 0 on ∂BD but otherwise arbitrary, we have

Div (FS) + b = 0 on B , (9)
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Figure 1: Configuration spaces.

and the corresponding Neumann boundary condition is given by

FSn = t(n) on ∂BN . (10)

where Div denotes the divergence operator in the reference configuration. These
field equations are supplemented by essential boundary conditions, the so-called
Dirichlet boundary conditions

u = g on ∂BD . (11)

with g being the displacement field prescribed on ∂BD.

3 Non-standard total Lagrangian approach

If the unloaded and stress-free configuration B is not known but only a certain
deformed configuration B̂, the standard total Lagrangian approach as introduced
in the previous section cannot be directly used but needs to be modified. The
reason for this is found in the fact that in the total Lagrangian approach the
displacement field and its gradient as well as stress and strain quantities refer
to the reference configuration which is unknown.

In order to proceed let us first introduce some deformation maps: As pro-
posed by Gee et al. [2010] the unknown reference configuration B is linked with

the know deformed configuration B̂ by F̂ and any subsequent deformed config-
uration Bt by F̄. Thus,

F = F̄ F̂ =
∂x

∂x̂i

∂x̂i
∂X

(12)

relates B with Bt as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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3.1 Inverse problem

First, the objective is to find

F̂ =
∂x̂

∂X
(13)

with x̂ ∈ B̂ being known which we want to call ”inverse problem”. For this the
standard variational principle needs to be reformulated such as to determine
X ∈ B by employing the inverse of the tangent map (Eq. 13)

F̂−1 =
∂(x̂− û)

∂x̂
, (14)

where the displacement field û translates B to the B̂.
Let us start with the standard variational formulation in its Lagrangian form

(Eq. 7) evaluated when B is deformed into B̂ such that it holds F = F̂:∫
B
F̂S : δF̂ dV −Wext = 0 (15)

where the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is now a function of Ĉ = F̂T F̂,
i.e.

S = 2ρ0
∂ψ(Ĉ)

∂Ĉ
. (16)

From

F̂F̂−1 = 1

which is varied with respect to û

δF̂F̂−1 + F̂δF̂−1 = 0

we obtain

δF̂ = −F̂δF̂−1F̂ . (17)

This is substituted together with dV = Ĵ−1dv̂ into the above standard varia-
tional formulation (Eq. 15) and we have∫

B̂
−Ĵ−1ĈŜF̂T : δF̂−1 dv̂ −Wext = 0 , (18)

which is with Eq. (14) and the Cauchy stress tensor given by σ̂ = −Ĵ−1ĈŜF̂T

analog to Gee et al. [2010], Govindjee and Mihalic [1996], Peirlinck et al. [2018].
Here, it is important to note that, as the integration needs to be performed over
B̂, the approximation of geometry refers to x̂ ∈ B̂ and corresponding spatial

derivatives
∂

∂x̂
(•).
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In terms of loading, we need discriminate between conservative and non-
conservative loading, i.e. whether it depends on deformation using the standard
total Lagriangian approach (Eq. 7). For non-conservative loading, e.g. pressure

loading p, using Nanson’s formula n̂ dâ = ĴF̂−Tn dA which establishes a rela-
tion between known deformed and corresponding unknown undeformed surface
elements dâ and dA, respectively, the external virtual work is expressed in the
unknown undeformed configuration as

Wext =

∫
∂BN

p ĴF̂−Tn · δû dA (19)

whereas in the known deformed configuration as

Wext =

∫
∂B̂N

p n̂ · δû dâ (20)

with n̂ denoting the normal vector on ∂B̂ which does not depend on the deforma-
tion. The latter is a crucial point to realize, as it is in contrast to standard total
Lagriangian approach. When dealing with the inverse problem B̂ is assumed
fixed whereas B0 needs to be incrementally approached due to the nonlinear
nature of the problem. Consequently, when solving the the variational problem
(Eq. 18) numerically, e.g. employing the Newton-Raphson method, the pressure
does not appear in the variational statement’s linearized form. Conversely, when
applying a conservative loading, e.g. a traction force acting on the undeformed
surface ∂BN , we have

Wext =

∫
∂BN

t · δû dA (21)

or with respect to the known deformed surface ∂B̂N∫
∂B̂N

t · δû Ĵ−1 |F̂T n̂| dâ (22)

where the sizes of undeformed and deformed surface elements can be obtained
form Nanson’s formula |n| dA = Ĵ−1 |F̂T n̂| dâ. Consequently, for inverse prob-
lem the linearization of the surface traction contribution (Eq. 22) does not
vanish.

3.2 Forward problem

Once the map F̂ linking unknown undeformed configuration B0 and known
deformed configuration B̂ has been determined as described in Sec. 3.1, any
subsequent loading application which we want to term ”forward problem” can
be dealt with computing the total deformation gradient according to F = F̄F̂
where F̄ is a function of the displacement increment ū due to some additional
loading and F̂ remains constant. In practise, when employed to a numerical
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method, F̂ needs to be stored at all points of interest, e.g. numerical integration
points.

Now, for forward problem the original variational formulation (Eq. 7) is
reformulated with dV = Ĵ−1dv̂ as follows:∫

B̂
Ĵ−1FSF̂T : δF̄ dv̂ −Wext = 0 (23)

where the variation of F expressed as

δF = δF̄F̂ . (24)

For the latter it is important to realize that, as F̂ is constant during the sub-
sequent ”forward” computation, the variation is only performed with respect
ū = x− x̂, as F̄ = F̄(ū) is linking B̂ and Bt.

With regards to deformation dependent loading we consider

Wext =

∫
∂B̂N

p J̄F̄−T n̂ · δū dâ (25)

using Nanson’s formula n̄ dā = J̄F̄−T n̂ dâ which establishes the relation between
unknown deformed and corresponding known deformed surface elements dā and
dâ, respectively. For deformation independent traction loading (Eq. (22)) still
applies. Consequently, for the forward problem, as for the standard total La-
grangian approach, the pressure contribution (Eq. (25)) is to be linearized with
respect to ū whereas the linearization of the surface traction contribution does
vanish, as F̂ is now constant.

4 Inverse parameter optimisation method

As previously mentioned, the determination of elastic myocardial material pa-
rameters requires knowledge of ventricular filling pressure and corresponding
deformation. The latter can include deformation metrics such as change of
cavity volume, short-axis and long-axis cavity expansion, twisting about the
long-axis or globally and regionally averaged myocardial strains, e.g. Genet
et al. [2014], Palit et al. [2018], Sack et al. [2018].

Here, we aim at determining the elastic myocardial material parameters of
biventricular (BV) models without prior knowledge of ventricular filling pressure
data by exploiting the characteristic exponential nature of the ”Klotz curve”
fitted to three patient-specific left ventricular volume data, namely ESV and
EDV from Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (CMR) imaging as well as the
undeformed cavity volume, V0, as obtained by inverse computation using the
non-standard total Lagrangian approach presented in Sec. 3 implemented in a
finite element method (FEM)-based code.

This is achieved by iterative parameter optimisation employing the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm (LVM) Guyon and Le Riche [2000]. Further details re-
garding the specific LVM implementation can be found in Rama and Skatulla
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[2019]. This iterative scheme is initialized by assuming a physiological EDP and
elastic myocardial material parameters for the LV which serves to construct an
initial volume-normalized ”Klotz curve” Klotz et al. [2006]. Before elaborating
on the details of the proposed iterative scheme, the important relations needed
to set-up the ”Klotz curve” are briefly summarized. Given a measured pair of
LV cavity volume, Vm, and corresponding cavity pressure, Pm, the unloaded LV
cavity volume can be estimated as

V0 = Vm (0.6− 0.006Pm) (26)

and at 30mmHg as

V30 = V0 +
Vm,n − V0

(Pm/An)(1/Bn)
(27)

where the normalized measured volume is given by

Vm,n =
Vm − V0
V30 − V0

(28)

and for humans the coefficients An = 27.8 and Bn = 2.76. Then the EDPVR is
formulated as

PLV = αV β
LV (29)

with

α =
30

(V30)
Log(Pm/30)/Log(Vm/V30)

(30)

and

β =
Log(Pm/30)

Log(Vm/V30)
. (31)

Now, in the absence of LV pressure measurements, EDP is to be iteratively
estimated taking Pm = EDP and Vm = EDV. For the initial setup of the
”Klotz curve”, a physiologically reasonable EDP value needs to be chosen. ESP
and V0 can then be readily obtained via Eq. (29) knowing ESV from CMR
and P0 = 0. The LVM cost function considers the fitting error of V0 and
EDV between ”Klotz curve” and the FEM solution. As cavity pressure data
are generally not available for the RV, it is therefore assumed that the ”Klotz
curve” (Eq. (29)) can provide an indication of the EDPVR of the RV as well.
Due to this limitation, the LVM cost function only includes the error regarding
EDV but not V0 for the RV. For each subsequent LVM iteration, updated elastic
parameter and EDP values are obtained for LV and RV from the optimisation
algorithm allowing for the update of the ”Klotz curve” and subsequently ESP
and V0 values as well. A noteworthy aspect of this approach is that the fitting
target, which is the ”Klotz curve”, is continuously changing which is not the
case in the standard application of LVM. The iterative parameter optimisation
is terminated once the cost function error falls below a given threshold and the
root-square error of the entire EDPVR of ”Klotz curve” and FE simulation is
smaller than 2.00 mmHg.
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FE Forward Simulation Step (Eq. 23)
- Obtain EDVFE

LVM Optimisation Step
- minimising error between EDPVRKlotz 
  & EDPVRFE

- Obtain correction of EDP, A and B.

   RMSE
 < 2.0 mmHg?

No

Yes

    End

Initialisation
- Assume EDP, A and B
- Compute V0

Klotz
  & ESPKlotz via Eqs. 

   26 and 29 using EDVCMR & ESVCMR

FE Inverse Simulation Step (Eq. 18)  
 - Obtain V0

FE

Figure 2: Inverse procedure combining ”Klotz Curve”, FE simulation and
Levenberg-Marquardt (LVM) optimization schemes.

5 Numerical examples

The following examples presented in this section aim to demonstrate the poten-
tial of the proposed inverse parameter optimisation method outlined in Sec. 4.
In this study, only the diastolic filling of the biventricular (BV) cavities will be
examined.

We constructed patient-specific heart models of three healthy patients that
were scanned using Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (CMR) imaging at the
Groote Schuur Hospital, University of Cape Town, South Africa. University of
Cape Town, Faculty of Health Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee ap-
proval (REF: 686/2018) and patients’ consent were obtained to conduct research
on unidentified human data. The left and right ventricular cavity volumes at
end-systole and end-diastole, respectively, are presented in Tab. 1. The anatom-
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Table 1: Ventricular cavity volumes measured by CMR.

Left ventricle Right ventricle
ESV EDV SV ESV EDV SV

Case 1 90.00 168.00 78.00 61.00 96.00 78.00
Case 2 86.00 170.00 84.00 67.00 118.00 51.00
Case 3 82.00 157.00 75.00 78.00 160.00 82.00

ical models were meshed using 3326, 2765 and 3246 linear tetrahedral elements,
for the cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. ESP cavity filling pressure boundary
conditions were applied to the endocardial surfaces of LV and RV according
to Eq. (20) computing first the unloaded configuration as outlined in Sec. 3.1
and EDP cavity filling pressure boundary conditions according to Eq. (25) com-
puting subsequently the end diastolic configuration as outlined in Sec. 3.2. In
terms of the Dirichlet boundary conditions, the surface of the heart’s base is
fixed to restrain vertical direction movement. To allow for torsional behaviour
and wall thickening and thinning, a Dirichlet boundary condition is weakly im-
posed through application of an elastic line force of 0.1kN acting in tangential
direction around the epicardial base. The elastic line forces effectively prevent
rigid body motion in short-axis directions as well.

The material behaviour of the BV heart muscle tissue is assumed to be
nonlinear, anisotropic and nearly incompressible described by the following or-
thotropic strain energy function Usyk et al. [2000]

ψ =
A

2

(
expBQ −1

)
+Acomp

(
detJ ln (detJ)− detJ + 1

)
, (32)

where parameters A and B are stiffness factors and J = detF is the Jacobian
quantifying volumetric deformation of cardiac tissue is linked to the constant
Acomp controlling the compressibility of the myocardium. Additionally, the
exponent Q is defined in terms of the Green strain tensor and the material
directions defining structural tensors Mf , Ms and Mn as follows Rama et al.
[2016]:

Q := a1(tr(MfE))2 + a2(tr(MsE))2 + a3(tr(MnE))2

+a4 tr(MfE
2) + a5 tr(MsE

2) + a6 tr(MnE
2), (33)

where ai, i = 1, ..., 6 are the anisotropy coefficients associated with the three
preferred material directions, namely fiber axis, Vf , sheet axis, Vs, and sheet
normal axis, Vn. These vectors construct an orthonormal basis and allow for
the formulation of the so-called structural tensors

Mf = Vf ⊗Vf , Ms = Vs ⊗Vs, Mn = Vn ⊗Vn. (34)

The values of the anisotropy material constants used are listed in Table 2.
The varying fibre directions throughout the LV and RV walls are computed

adopting an algorithm developed by Wong and Kuhl Wenk et al. [2011] but
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Table 2: Anisotropy coefficients used.

Acomp (kPa) a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
100 6 7 3 12 3 3

using moving least square (MLS) based approximations as proposed by Skatulla
and Sansour [2016] instead of the solving a Poisson problem. The resulting fibre
direction distribution is shown for Case 2 in Fig. 3. The prescribed fibre direction
angles at the endocardium and epicardium of both LV and RV are +72o and
−57o, respectively Rama and Skatulla [2019].

Figure 3: Myocardial fibre orientation of a bi-ventricular model.

5.1 Iterative parameter estimation

The iterative parameter estimation approach is used to obtain patient-specific
values for the characteristic cavity pressures EDP and ESP , respectively, as
well as the stiffness parameters A and B for LV and RV. The corresponding
physiologically motivated initial values are listed in Tab. 3. The LVM scaling
parameters are set as λLVM = 1 and νLVM = 2, respectively and the stopping
criterion of the cost function residual is chosen as γLVM

ϵ = 1X10−2. The fi-
nal obtained stiffness parameter and characteristic pressure values are listed in
Tab. 4. The converged iterative parameter optimisation scheme gave for the
unloaded LV cavity volumes V0 = 86.66, 83.32 and 81.94mL and for the un-
loaded RV cavity volumes V0 = 53.92, 65.18 and 86.99mL for cases 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. Figs. 4 - 6 show the fitted EDPVR curves illustrating the FEM
solutions by red lines and the targeted ”Klotz curve” by blue circles indicating
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Table 3: Initial material parameter and cavities pressure values in kPa Zhou
et al. [2020], Mielniczuk et al. [2007], Wang et al. [2013]

.

Left ventricle Right ventricle
A (kPa) B EDP A (kPa) B EDP

Case 1 0.10 1.00 2.00 0.10 1.00 0.50
Case 2 0.10 1.00 3.00 0.10 1.00 1.50
Case 3 0.10 1.00 2.00 0.10 1.00 2.50

Table 4: Final estimated material parameters and cavities pressure values in
kPa.

Left ventricle Right ventricle
A (kPa) B ESP EDP A (kPa) B ESP EDP

Case 1 0.10 1.25 0.04 1.78 0.11 1.05 0.08 0.85
Case 2 0.09 1.20 0.04 2.55 0.12 1.21 0.04 1.06
Case 3 0.09 1.07 0.04 1.72 0.10 0.88 0.02 1.25

good agreement. The root square mean error (RMSE) are 0.225, 0.225 and
0.375 mmHg for cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively at the LV and 0.150, 0.150 and
0.075 mmHg also for cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

The average percentage difference between the simulated and targeted CMR
LVEDVs was approximately 0.0007%, and 0.0020% for the RVEDVs. Similarly,
the average percentage difference between the simulated and targeted Klotz V0
for the LV was approximately 0.00005% and 5.3314% for the RV. The observed
higher percentage error in the RV initial volume confirm that we did not target
RV initial volume in our calibration. For the segmented and CMR ESV, there
is 0.92% average error difference at the LV and 3.00% at the RV, detailed result
is on Table. 5.

Table 5: Percentage error of LV and RV volumetric targets and results from the
calibration.

Left ventricle Right ventricle
V0 LVEDV LVESV V0 RVEDV RVESV

Case 1 0.00005 0.00172 1.42 1.73 0.0003 3.92
Case 2 0.00006 0.00029 0.01 0.01 0.0020 1.86
Case 3 0.00002 0.00005 1.33 14.25 0.0036 3.22

5.2 Stress and strain distributions

The contour plots in Figs. 7 and 8 reveal high myofibre stress and strain concen-
trations at the base which is to be expect due to the geometrical support. The
global residual fibre stress, separately averaged over LV and RV myocardium,
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Figure 4: EDPVR curve predicted by Usyk model (red) and method of Klotz
et al. (blue) as a physiological benchmark for case 1.

at end systole is found as 0.013, 0.018 and 0.006 kPa for LV at the longitudinal,
circumferential and radial respectively and 0.031, 0.038, and 0.012 kPa for RV
longitudinal, circumferential and radial respectively. A detailed analysis of re-
gional strain in the LV with respect to the global longitudinal, circumferential
and radial directions is presented. Endocardial strain comparison demonstrated
moderate agreement of global strains, separately averaged over the LV and RV
myocardium, respectively. Global longitudinal strain values (GLS) for cases 1 to
3 are 5.75, 6.90 and 7.14% for the FE model simulation, while the CMR in vivo
recorded values for cases 1 to 3 are given as 12.30, 17.80 and 21.60% respectively.
The global circumferential strain values (GCS) for the FE simulations are 22.2,
25.82 and 25.82%, and 20.20, 20.40 and 25.70% for the in vivo. Similarly, the
global radial strain values (GRS) for the FE simulations are -15.84, -17.37, and
-16.39%, and -13.90, -14.00, and -16.20% in vivo for the cases 1, 2 and 3 respec-
tively. The GCS and GRS are well comparable in both FE model simulation and
the CMR in vivo, but this was not the case with longitudinal strains, whereby
a regional analysis of the longitudinal strains revealed poor agreement between
simulated and measured in vivo strains. Although discrepancies have been noted
between the FEM and in vivo longitudinal strain Sack et al. [2018] due to the
absence of data on the true distribution of the patient-specific myofiber orien-
tation angles, which affects the circumferential-longitudinal compliance ratio.
Also the CMR long-axis scan providing longitudinal strain and the short-axis
scan providing circumferential and radial strains are obtained from different
cardiac cycles whereas the FEM calculate these strains using the same cardiac
cycle.
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Figure 5: EDPVR curve predicted by Usyk model (red) and method of Klotz
et al. (blue) as a physiological benchmark for case 2.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a direct inverse method to determine the unloaded configurations
of biventricular patient-specific heart models is combined with the bounded
Levenberg-Marquart parameter optimisation method to estimated besides elas-
tic material parameters also the unknown end-systolic and end-diastolic ven-
tricular pressures in silico. The unloaded configuration is computed by a mod-
ified total Lagrangian approach as implemented in standard FEM which im-
plicitly provides for the incorporation of pres-stressing and pre-straining of the
myocardium as linked to the end-systolic pressure. The proposed variational
principle is derived from the standard Lagrangian formulation, in contrast to
the similar inverse unloaded configuration determination methods by Govindjee
and Mihalic [1996] and Gee et al. [2010]. The unknown characteristic ventricu-
lar pressures and elastic material parameters can then be iteratively computed
by taking advantage of the highly nonlinear exponential nature of the EDPVR
and fitting the patient-specific LV EDPVR to the analytical volume-normalized
”Klotz EDPVR curve”. Making use of CMR-derived anatomical heart models,
the iterative framework therefore provides the means to non-invasively estimate
LV pressure, pre-strain and elastic material parameters exploiting their biome-
chanical interdependence.

Our results indicate good agreement between the EDPVR curves obtained
from FE simulation and given by the ”Klotz Curve”. Additionally, there is
a close agreement in the FE global circumferential and radial strains when
compared with the CMR global strain data. The global longitudinal strain
shows poor agreement between FE and CMR measured strains. This dis-
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Figure 6: EDPVR curve predicted by Usyk model (red) and method of Klotz
et al. (blue) as a physiological benchmark for case 3.

crepancy has been attributed to the absence of data on the true distribu-
tion of the patient-specific myofiber orientation distribution, which affects the
circumferential-longitudinal compliance ratio Sack et al. [2018]. Also the CMR
long-axis scan providing longitudinal strain and short-axis scan providing cir-
cumferential and radial strains are obtained from different cardiac cycles whereas
FEM calculates these strains within the same cardiac cycle. Another limitation
of this study is the absence of in vivo pressure measurements to validate our re-
sults. In future work, we shall obtain pressure data in vivo to perform validation
of our proposed method, also patient-specific fiber orientation distribution data
from DTMRI will help to mitigate the error in FE and CMR global longitudinal
strains.
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